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Abstract for !
“The Feel of the Guitar in Popular Music Performance”
by Nicholas J. Shea, SMT-V 8.3
Popular-music guitarists frequently reference the physicality of the fretboard when
discussing songwriting and performance. Brittany Howard, for example, advocates that the feel
of her guitar and physical gestures — chord shapes, licks, and riffs — are more critical to her
craft than theoretical knowledge regarding pitch and harmony. However, in-depth gestural
perspectives on musical organization are underrepresented in popular-music scholarship. This
video article responds by investigating the relationship between fretboard gestures and popular
music’s features in two contexts. First is a close analysis of “Short and Sweet” that focuses on how
Howard coordinates chord voicings and larger left-hand shifts with important rhetorical
moments reflected in the song’s lyrics. A following motion-capture study then surveys how similar
gestural trends might generalize to performances by other guitarists. Data from performances by
14 local practicing guitarists demonstrate that the musicians typically prefer to articulate
moments of formal transition with the largest physical gestures. Such findings suggest a degree of
gestural intentionality and strategy amongst guitarists and clarify the contexts in which a guitarist
might choose to maintain or abandon fretboard affordances.
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affordances, local musician
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